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IBP National Journalism Awards 2019
Architectural Writer of the Year –Tom Ravenscroft –Dezeen 
 
Tom Ravenscroft is acting editor (and previously deputy editor) of Dezeen, the world’s most popular online 
architecture, interiors and design magazine. During the judging period he helped Dezeen set the architecture and 
design agenda through his editorship, as well as his own reporting, features and opinion columns, which covered 
some of the most pressing topics facing the architecture industry today.

His contribution was crucial in making the twelve-month period ending 31 August 2019 Dezeen’s most successful 
ever – the website recorded 26,221,913 users (up 4.44% from the previous 12 months) and 111,748,483 page views 
(up 5.93%) in the judging period.

Here are three story highlights that demonstrate Tom’s invaluable contribution to Dezeen during this period:

“Viollet-le-Duc would not hesitate to build a new roof and spire”

The burning down of Notre-Dame was the biggest architecture story of the year. As part of our extensive coverage 
of the event Tom wrote this column as a lighthearted, but serious, look at what Viollet-le-Duc would do if he was in 
charge of rebuilding after the fire. The most popular story on Dezeen that week, the story pulled in nearly 30,000 
page views on its own.

www.dezeen.com/2019/04/30/notre-dame-new-spire-roof-viollet-le-duc

“There’s something seriously wrong with IKEA’s most sustainable store”

IKEA is currently pushing its credentials as a sustainable retailer. As part of this move to be more environmentally 
friendly, the company built what it claims is its most sustainable store ever in Greenwich, London. However, to 
build this green store a sustainable supermarket, which pushed the boundaries of green commercial architecture, 
was demolished. This piece drew attention to this and questioned how we measure sustainability in architecture, 
becoming one of the most popular pieces of content we published on Dezeen this year with over 40,000 pageviews.

www.dezeen.com/2019/02/28/ikea-most-sustainable-store-greenwich-sainsburys-chetwoods-opinion

Biggest challenge of relocating Swedish town Kiruna is “moving the minds of citizens”

The government of Sweden is physically moving a town in the arctic circle. Kiruna has been wilfully undermined 
by the mine that is the reason for the town’s existence. In this piece Tom drew parallels between the destruction 
of Kiruna and the damage we are doing to the planet. The problems Kiruna’s urban designers faced in moving a 
community will have to be overcome by numerous coastal communities as sea levels rise.

www.dezeen.com/2019/02/18/kiruna-moving-town-sweden-mining-climate-change

Copies of each of the above articles can be found on subsequent pages.
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